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To (177 1127mm {6 Inag/ concern: 
Be it known that I. ‘VALTER Kirstin, a 

citizen of the Republic of Switzerland, re~ 
siding at Charlottenburg, Germany. have in~ 
vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Tapped Turbines, of vwhich the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
This invention relates to steam turbines 

which are tapped at a point of intermediate 
pressure to supply steam to industrial con— 
sumption devices, such as cooking or heat 
ing systems. 
Theobject of the invention is to keep the 

steam pressure constant in the consumption 
system irrespective of variation in the de 
mand of said system or in the load on the 
turbine. ‘ 

The invention consists in a certain combi 
nation of controlling 'alves and regulators 
arranged and operating in a certain man— 
ner, as hereinafter set forth and particu 
larly pointed out in the claims. 
The accompanying drawing illustrates 

diagrammatically one embodiment of my 
invention. 
The turbine shown is a horizontal one, 

having a shaft 1 carrying one or more high 
pressure'bucket- wheels 2 and low pressure 
bucket wheels High pressure steam is 
supplied through a main 4: to nozzles 5 di 
recting the ?uid upon the buckets of the 
wheel :2, from which it exhausts at» a lower 
pressure into ‘the chamber 6. A pipe 7 leads 
from this chamber to the industrial con 
sumption system. Any excess of low pres 
sure steam passes from the chamber 6 to a 
chamber Sfrom which it is supplied to the 
low pressure wheels 3. A valve 9 controls 
the admission of high pressure steam to the 
wheel '2, and an over?ow valve 10 controls 
the admission of low pressure steam from 
the chamber 6 to the chamber 8. A bypass 
11 controlled by a valve 12 conducts high 
pressure steam from the main 1 direct to the 
chamber 6. A pressure regulator 13 also 
is connected with the chamber 6. while a 
speed governor 14: is driven by the turbine. 
These two controlling devices are connected 
with the valves by a system of levers pref 
erably as follows: A short lever 15 pivoted 
at one end to the speed governor is connect 
ed at its other end ‘to' a ?oating lever 16, 
one end of which is pivoted to the rod of the 
pressure regulator. Between this end and 
the point of attachment of the lever 15, the 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 

stem of the supply valve 9 is attached. The 
other end of the ?oating lever is pivotally 
connected to one end of an auxiliary ?oatingv - 
lever 17 whose opposite end is pivoted to the . ' 
stem of the valve 1:2. Midway of the lever " 
1'?’ the stem of the over?ow valve 10' is at- ;; 
tached. 
The operation is as follows: If theindiis- _' 

trial consumption system demands a larger ,_ quantity of steam. the pressure in the cham- ‘ 

her 6 becomes reduced and the pressure regu- - 
lator 13 moves the ?oating lever 16 wvhich 
fulcrums _at the point a. and lifts the valve 
9 to admit more high pressure steam. At 
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the *same time, the right hand end of 'lther70 
lever 17 is depressed, fulcruming at Z), and 
closes the over?ow valve 10 to reduce the 
escape of low pressure steam to the wheel 
3. If this movement of the levers continues 

. after the val‘ve'lO closes. the lever 17 will 
fulcrum at c- and open the bypass'valve'12 
to admit- high pressure steam to the: ‘con— 
sumption devices. The valves 9 and 10 thus 
move in opposite direct-ions when the pres 
sure-regulator operates them. But if the 
speed of the turbine changes owing to 
change in its load or in the demand for low 
pressure steam by the consumption devices, 
the speed governor will oscillate the ?oat 
ing lever 16 on the point (Z as a fulcrum,‘ 
and the auxiliary lever 17 on the point b,' 
thereby lifting or lowering both of the 
valves 9 and 10 to regulate the ?ow of both ~ 
high and low pressure steam to the. bucket 
wheels. If the load onthe turbine should 
decrease to quite an extent then the valve 10 
will ‘be closed by the speed governor. and the 
auxiliary lever 17. tilting on the fulcrum c, 
willopen the bypass valve 12 'and admit 
enough high pressure steam to the chamber 
6 to keep up the proper pressure in the con~ 
sumption system. It thus appears that for 
all conditions of pressure and load, the pres 
sure in the consumption system will be 
maintained at. or near a given value. . 
While I have described the operation of 

the speed governor and the pressure respon 
sive device independently,'it will. of course, 
be understood that in actual operation both 
will be acting at the same time. each in a 
way modifying the action of theother on the 
respective controlling valves. 
In accordance with the provisions of the 

patent statutes, I have described theprinci 
ple of operation of my invention, together 
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'with the apparatus which I now consider. 
to represent the best embodiment thereof; 
but I desire to have it understood that the 
apparatus shown is only illustrative and 
‘that the‘ invention can be carried out by 
other means. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent of the United States, is: 
1. The ‘combination with a turbine hav 

ing aconsumption system connected to a 
point’ of’ intermediate pressure, of a- high 
pressure admissionvalve, an over?ow valve 
between the high pressure and low pressure 
sides of the machine, a bypass‘valve admit 

_ ting high pressure steam directly to the con 
sumption system, a pressure regulator con 
nected with. said system, and meanswhereby 
the pressure regulator can actuate the high 
pressure. admission valve and the over?ow 
valve in opposite directions, and will open 
the bypass valve only after the over?ow 
valve has been closed. ' 

2. The combination with a turbine having 
a consumption'system connected to a point 
of intermediate pressure, of a high pressure 
admission valve, an over?ow valve between 
the high pressure and. low pressure sides of 
the machine, a bypass valve admitting high 
‘pressure steam directly to the consumption 
system, a pressure regulator connected with 
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said system, means whereby the pressure 
regulator can actuate the hlgh pressure ad 
mlsslon valve and the over?ow valve 111 0p 

’ posite directions, and will open the bypass 
valve only after the over?ow valve has been 
closed, a speed governor, and means whereby 
it can actuate the admission and over?ow 
valves in the same direction and open and 
close the bypass valve. 

3. The combination with a steam turbine 
having a high pressure bucket wheel 2', low 
pressure bucket wheels 3, and a chamber 6 
of intermediate pressure, of a consun'iption 
pipe 7 connected with said chamber,‘ an. ad 
mission valve 9, an over?ow valve 10, a by 
pass valve 12 admitting high pressure steam 
'to the chamber (5, a pressure regulator 13 
connected to the chamber. (3, a speed gov~ 
ernor 14, a ?oating lever 16 connected to the 
pressure regualtor, the speed governor and 
the valve 9, and an auxiliary ?oating lever 
17, connected to the valves 10 and 12 and to 
the lever 16. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand this 26th day of September, 1191i. 
WALTER KIESER. 

Witnesses: 
Enxs'r KELLER, _ 
VVILLY NEUMANN. 
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